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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The 3. Notably, the WK featured independent
front suspension. In , the WK received a minor facelift with revised headlights and high intensity
discharge HID Headlamps with auto leveling. The lower portion of the front bumper became
removable to increase the approach angle for off-road use. The 4. The Jeep Grand Cherokee
was available with an improved 5. The engine uses variable valve timing to increase fuel
economy. The Laredo was the base trim level of the Grand Cherokee between September 19,
and Standard features included: the 3. Many features available on the luxurious Limited trim
were also available on the base Laredo trim level. The standard engine between and was the 4.
The Rocky Mountain and 65th Anniversary Edition were "value-added" trim levels of the Grand
Cherokee for model years , , , and Rocky Mountain and 65th Anniversary Edition. The S Limited
added these features to the Limited trim: unique alloy wheels, "S" emblems on both front doors,
the 5. The Overland was the top-of-the-line trim level of the Grand Cherokee between and It
added these features to the Limited trim: seventeen-inch 17" or eighteen-inch 18" chrome-clad
alloy wheels these wheels could be downgraded to seventeen-inch 17" alloy wheels from to , a
GPS navigational system radio, Bluetooth with voice command for phone, 'Overland' badges on
the tailgate, the 5. Spec , leather-and-suede performance seating surfaces, a sunroof, a 6. A
drive shaft from a diesel application, fortified Dana 44 rear differential, and The sports tuned
suspension allows the Jeep SRT8 to develop 0. To improve on-road handling and decrease
weight, off-road gear has been removed. The front and rear differentials are both open, with no
limited-slip capability. Features such as a sunroof, heated front seats, and chrome wheels could
also be added. In North America the 3. UK, Europe Australia etc. The Mercedes-Benz sourced
unit meets stringent Euro 4 Emission standards without the need for a diesel particulate filter which hampers vehicle efficiency, however - it includes a diesel particulate filter North America
only to further reduce exhaust emissions. It was not however available for sale in California or
certain Northeast states, due to new stricter emissions regulations for non-commercial vehicles.
Vehicles could be bought used in California and Northeast states, as the regulations only
applied to new vehicles. Launched on September 19, for the model year , the Grand Cherokee
WK was all-new, following a 5-year development process from to This engine is only available
on the base Laredo trim level. The new engine produces horsepower this engine is only
available on the top-of-the-line Limited trim level. The standard 4. Seventeen-inch 17" tires and
alloy wheels are standard on all models. The Electronic Vehicle Information Center EVIC moves
from the overhead console to the instrument cluster, with controls now located in the center
stack, making it easier for the driver to make changes to the settings while the vehicle is in
motion. A Mercedes-Benz sourced five-speed automatic transmission is standard with the V6
and SRT8 engines, though the RFE five-speed automatic transmission carries over on the 4. The
all-new Grand Cherokee also gets the latest infotainment systems, which include an available
full-color 5. A six-speaker, watt Boston Acoustics premium sound system also replaces the
Infinity Gold system. All four-wheel-drive systems are now computer assisted for higher traction
control, and a Quadra-Drive II a four-wheel-drive system is now available on most all Grand

Cherokees See other Wiki page on Quadra-Drive 2 for more accurate information. The
Selec-Trac manual four-wheel-drive system has been discontinued. A Rocky Mountain Edition
trim level went into production on March 1, , going on sale in late April , and concluding at 9,
examples on May 31, For MY , production started on July 5, and concluded on June 30, Sales
began in September The Overland trim level was new, as was an SRT-8 trim level that went into
production on November 5, and went on-sale December 20, A new 3. Sales began on September
1, The base Grand Cherokee Laredo gains exterior color-keyed door handles and rear brow, and
revised tail lamps. The 26F and 28F Packages for the base Laredo trim level are now
discontinued, though a 28E Package is now available for Laredo, for those who desire a base
model with a V8 engine. The Rocky Mountain Edition returns for In some states, the 4. For MY ,
production commenced on July 16, and concluded on July 11, A mid-cycle restyling was
launched on September 1, , with a revised front clip, and new tire and wheel combinations. A
revised interior includes the latest infotainment systems, including touch-screen radios, as well
as Sirius Backseat TV for rear seat passengers, a new steering wheel, a revised gauge cluster,
and revised interior trim. The seat fabrics and trims are revised on all models. Midyear, the 4.
Heated rear seats are now an option on some models, as is a V AC household-style power
outlet. The 5. For MY , production began on August 11, and concluded on August 10, The base
Laredo trim level gains the option of a 5. May Chrysler recalled the Grand Cherokee over a
rollaway risk. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Jeep Grand Cherokee. Motor
vehicle. Complete engine specs. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Chrysler LLC. Retrieved Archived from the original on 6 March
Retrieved 30 December Retrieved September 3, Archived from the original on February 1,
Retrieved June 12, Archived from the original on Euro NCAP. May 13, Categories : Jeep vehicles
All-wheel-drive vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles Crossover sport utility vehicles s cars
Cars introduced in Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox
automobile with unknown parameters Articles needing additional references from March All
articles needing additional references Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. July 26, â€”March 12, [1].
Mark T. Allen [2]. Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand
Cherokee WK2. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ.
Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU.
Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV.
Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ.
Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ.
Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT.
Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Dodge SRT Dodge Caliber
SRT Chrysler Crossfire SRT Chrysler C SRT Dodge Magnum SRT Dodge Charger SRT Dodge
Challenger SRT Dodge Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The '08 Matrix was sold before we
made a decision. We ended up buying a '12 Ford Focus which is working out very nicely. The
sales people were very nice and helpful. I recommend them and their vehicles. Just visited to
look over car before deciding and the dealer Roberto was attentive to what I was there for and
gave no pressure.. I appreciated that, and the car is one I like and plan to go back to work out a
deal!! Ended up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new battery if
needed as the battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very easy to
work with. Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in Phoenix. These
guys rock! We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a flatbed there in 20
minutes. Took it back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired it at no cost! I
definitely recommend them! He was very respectful, very straight and direct, and very
professional thank you sir. I went and paid cash private party and their truck is still for sale 30
days now , they also ignored my cash offer which was Kelley blue book retail. They reminded
me of why I quit buying cars from dealers in the first place. Very courteous salesmen, low
pressure but helpful and informative. Car was as described in the listing. Buying a car from in N.
Between him and the business manager Sean, they really made sure we got the car we wanted
at the price we wanted and I'll be going back when he finds my next car. Thank You Guys. Test
drove the car and drove it home the next day at a great price. Great experience, thanks for the
car Vinny! Jon is a good person and cares about his customers even though I never ended up
purchasing a car from them. I did get a reply that the vehicle was indeed in really good shape,
but the weird thing was that it had already been sold by then. But the model I was inquiring

about can selll often on the same day it goes up for sale, so I completely understand and He's
probably a good guy to deal with. The team at Select Auto was very patient with me and helpful
with my situation. I would definitely come back. We had a great experience with Williston
Economy Motors. No pressure buying, attentive to our questions, and receptive to us having
our mechanic look at the car even offering to drop the car off. We definitely would buy from
them again. Completely unprofessional, unorganized and unresponsive. Car was in one place,
keys in another, and had me show up to a third location to meet him where neither keys nor car
were at to begin with. On top of that, never responded when I proposed a cash offer. If I could I
would rate a zero our of five experience. Do not even waste your time cause this "company" will
definitely waste yours. Dealer replied to my questions, quickly and informally. Sent me the
CarFax reports when requested. Unfortunately this vehicle had been in a roll-over accident with
damaged all around and airbag deployment. Dealer contact consisted of "car still available" and
asked what it would take to buy car. I responded via email a list of items which I would
appreciate Longstreet's attention. Since I am miles away, I am attempting to determine the value
of the car. It is now 12 November without information from Longstreet. I have pretty well written
the deal off. Very responsive and nice. Waste if time told me it was available went there in 2
hours and got a oh we sold that Wednesday. Super nice and helpful. This dealer was honest,
answered all my questions, and we're currently working on a sale. I was contacted by Osman
via text the same day. Very professional and persistent, but not pushy. After some back and
forth, I was fially able to go to the dealership to see the vehicle. Ended up purchasing it. The
whole team at LHM Casa were great. Mike murchillo was very helpful and gave me a great deal
with the vehicle I wanted. I'm very excited to refer someone else to this dealer at casa jeep. The
Wrangler got the option to add 10 inches in wheelbase length and 15 inches of overall length in
the Unlimited, but the vehicle has remained largely the same for decades. Its upright design,
round headlights, tall ride, and boxy shape will be instantly familiar to anyone that has seen a
Wrangler before. The upright exterior translates to an upright interior, where the dash and
windshield sit like a wall at the front seats. The square doors look neat, but make entry and exit
a pain because of their narrow shape. Over rough roads, the Wrangler is washboard-hard and
can feel quite unsettled at times. The Unlimited's long wheelbase helps its handling
considerably. The Wrangler Unlimited model's longer wheelbase bumps its daily drivability
considerably. The extra real estate adds two inches of rear-seat legroom and opens up more
cargo space than before 13 inches. The Unlimited models also get 1, more pounds of towing
capabilities. The Wrangler does offer the ability to change tops for an open-air experience not
seen outside of racy convertibles. The ability to remove doors and opt for a hardtop or soft top
sets the Jeep apart. One of the best parts about owning a Jeep is all of the aftermarket support
that is offered for the SUV. Buyers can opt for the hardcore Rubicon model, or can essentially
build their own with various parts. Four-wheel drive junkies or casual hobbyists in the
off-roading community can find everything from upgraded transfer cases to drivetrain
components to special low-range gears to trick out their Jeep Wrangler models. The Jeep
Wrangler Sport is about as basic as they come. Air conditioning, power windows, and power
door locks are all optional. Available features include cruise control and an upgraded stereo.
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS rated the Jeep Wrangler "acceptable" for
moderate-overlap front crashworthiness, "marginal" for side crash protection, and "poor" for
head restraints and seats. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA rated it
four stars for both front driver side and front passenger-side crash protection and four stars for
rollover resistance. Standard safety equipment includes a padded roll bar, skid plates, front
airbags, four-wheel disc brakes, height-adjustable safety belts, traction control, and stability
control. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Wrangler listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Ralph. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Authorized Jeep Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?
Condition is "New". Got these part to fix in the spring, got rear ended while park and insurance
claim it was total. Also included the transfer case number. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed

this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Jeep Liberty KJ 2. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information blake
Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details.
Item location:. Worcester, Massachusetts, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Jeep Liberty. Change
country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
mercruiser sterndrive service manual
2007 yukon tail lights
bmw car repair manuals
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

